SB OFF-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
(CLOSED)

SB ON-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
(OPENS)

NB US-101 TO SB I-405 CONNECTOR
(CLOSED)

SB I-405
(REduced lanes between US-101 and VALLEY VISTA BLVD)

SB OFF-RAMP @ VALLEY VISTA BLVD
(OPENS — ALL SB FREEWAY
TRAFFIC MUST EXIT AT SEPULVEDA BLVD)

SB ON-RAMP @ VALLEY VISTA BLVD
(CLOSED)

SB I-405
(CLOSED BETWEEN
VALLEY VISTA BLVD
AND GETTY CENTER DR)

NB I-405
(CLOSED BETWEEN
GETTY CENTER DR
AND VENTURA BLVD)

NB OFF-RAMP @ VENTURA BLVD
(CLOSED)

SB RAMPS @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
(Traffic Control Officer)

SB ON-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
(CLOSED)

SB OFF-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
(Traffic Control Officer)

NB OFF-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
(Traffic Control Officer —
ALL NB FREEWAY TRAFFIC MUST EXIT AT SEPULVEDA BLVD)

NOTE: NB I-405 — REDUCED LANES BETWEEN
I-10 AND SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
ALL NB FREEWAY TRAFFIC MUST EXIT AT SEPULVEDA BLVD

NOTE:
Freeway connector closure detours are shown on the
DETOUR ROUTES FOR CLOSED I-405 CONNECTORS exhibit.
SUNSET BLVD @ CHURCH LN
(TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICER)

SB OFF-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/ GETTY CENTER DR
(CLOSED)

SB RAMPS @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/ GETTY CENTER DR
(TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICER)

NB ON-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BLVD/GETTY CENTER DR
(OPEN)

NB OFF-RAMP @ SEPULVEDA BVLD/GETTY CENTER DR
(TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICER —
ALL NB FREEWAY TRAFFIC MUST EXIT AT SEPULVEDA BLVD)

NOTE:
SB I-405 — REDUCED LANES
BETWEEN US-101 AND VALLEY VISTA BLVD
ALL SB FREEWAY TRAFFIC MUST EXIT AT VALLEY VISTA BLVD

NOTE:
Freeway connector closure detours are shown on the
DETOUR ROUTES FOR CLOSED I-405 CONNECTORS exhibit.
**LEGEND**

- Alt 1: Orange County/San Diego Route
  - I-5, CA 57, I-210, CA 118

- Alt 2: Long Beach Route
  - I-605, I-210, CA 118

- Alt 3: Port of Long Beach Route
  - I-110, I-210, I-5, CA 118

- Alt 4: South Bay Route/Port of Los Angeles Route
  - I-110, CA 91, I-710, I-10, I-5, CA 134, US 101

- Alt 5: LAX/Beach Cities Route
  - I-105, I-710, I-10, I-5, CA 134, US 101

- Alt 6N: Santa Monica/Malibu Route
  - I-101, CA 1, CA 27/Las Virgenes/Kanan, US 101, CA 118

- Alt 6S: Santa Monica/Malibu Route
  - CA 1, I-10

- Alt 7N: Santa Barbara Route
  - US 101, CA 23, CA 118, I-210, CA 2, I-5, CA 110, I-10

- Alt 7S: Santa Barbara Route
  - US 101, Kanan, CA 1, I-10

- Alt 8: San Fernando Valley/Central Valley Route
  - I-5/CA 118, I-210, CA 2, I-5, CA 110, I-110, I-10

- Alt 9N: East Suburbs/Inland Empire Route
  - I-210, CA 118

- Alt 9S: East Suburbs/Inland Empire Route
  - CA 60, I-605, I-105

- Alt 9N:
  - CA 60, I-605, I-105

- Alt 9S:
  - CA 60, I-605, I-105

- Alt 10: Port of Long Beach Route
  - I-710, I-10, I-5, CA 118

- Alt 11: Port of Los Angeles Route
  - I-110, I-10, I-5, CA 118

- Direction of travel